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Introduction
Pornstar Solos features your favorite sex stars banging a premium orgasm out of their moist pink boxes!
These gals get busy with fingers, toys and any hole they feel like filling in their attempt to climax for the
camera as quickly as possible. Watch their fingers flutter and enjoy every sticky wet drip of the action!

Adult Review
Pornstar Solos takes a very basic site theme and creates a well-crafted masterpiece of porn by ratcheting up the quality and
performance intensity to new heights. Each scene stars a solo pornstar masturbating one way or another so that may not be so
new... but watching these vixens and their vibrators in 1920x1080 high definition videos full screen on your monitor or
flat-screen television offers a whole new dimension in sexual deviance.
  
  Big time brand-name starlets like Monica Mayhem, Trina Michaels, Shy Love, Nikki Nieves and many others are each
given their chance to impress you as they caress their perfect bodies, knuckle-up on their own vaginas and stuff any nearby
objects within reach into their million-dollar love holes. They know their reputations are on the line and HD porn doesn't let
them hide their flaws so every scene shows the performer giving her maximum amount of effort!
  
  Along with all the exclusive action on this site, members also get full access to each of the Included Sites listed on the right
side of this review. It's one giant Hardcore Network of smut with a solid mix of the sexy, the strange and the sweet. No matter
what your dick is in the mood for, you can find it in high-def as a member of this network.
  
  Unlike a lot of large 'studio sites', Pornstar Solos also has a growing community of members and a thriving message board
that allows you to communicate directly with the porn providers. Votes on upcoming content and all sorts of other
discussions give the porn content a deeper context and make the action much more immersive than the one-way porn portals
you may be used to finding on other sites.

Porn Summary
When a no-name whore fucks herself on camera it's hot. When top shelf pornstars with plenty of skill lube themselves and
spend half the afternoon pounding away on their own vaginas in crystal clear 1920x1080 exclusive videos... those are
Pornstar Solos!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Sexy pornstars fuck themselves just for you!'
Quality: 96  Updates: 87 Exclusive: 85 Interface: 91
Support: 90 Unique: 83    Taste: 92        Final: 90

Porn Sites Included
Ass Smoothie (97) ,I Love You Mya (93) ,I Love You Celeste (92) ,Swirlie Girls (91) ,Stop The Camera (90) ,I Love You
Madison (89) ,Golden Hardcore (88) ,I Love You Melanie (88) ,Fuck My Flab (84) ,Her Last Fuck (84) ,Please Be Gentle
(Preview) ,The Hardcore Network (Preview) ,AfriHoes (Preview) ,Cum Is Good (Preview) ,Attack My Ass (Preview) ,Nasty
Raw Sex (Preview) ,Chopstick Sluts (Preview) ,Chicks Fucking Chicks (Preview) ,Only The Biggest (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Glamour, Hardcore, HD, PornStars, SexToys, Softcore, Solo
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Subscription: $34.90 Preview: 2 Days for $4.90 Billing Options: Credit Card, Online
Payment, Pay By Phone,
Other

Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 5,000 Videos: 52
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